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A set of reduced equations governing nonlinear, two-dimensional, two-fluid, collisionless magnetic
reconnection with arbitrary guide field is derived. These equations represent an improvement on the
existing nonlinear reduced equations generally used to investigate collisionless reconnection, which
are only valid in the large guide-field limit. The improved equations are used to calculate the linear
growth rate of a strongly unstable, spontaneously reconnecting, plasma instability, as well as the
general linear dispersion relation for such an instability. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1791640]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental physical phe-
nomenon which occurs in a wide variety of laboratory and
space plasmas, e.g., magnetic fusion experiments,1 the solar
corona,2 and the Earth’s magnetotail.3 The reconnection pro-
cess gives rise to a change in magnetic field-line topology
with an accompanying release of magnetic energy. Conven-
tional collisional magnetohydrodynamical(MHD) theory is
capable of accounting for magnetic reconnection, but gener-
ally predicts reconnection rates which are many orders of
magnitude smaller than those observed in high-temperature
plasmas.4 On the other hand, more sophisticated plasma
models that neglect collisions(which are irrelevant in high-
temperature plasmas) and treat electrons and ions as separate
fluids yield much faster reconnection rates which are fairly
consistent with observations.5,6

Magnetic reconnection is generally thought of as a basi-
cally two-dimensional(2D) phenomenon in which oppo-
sitely directed magnetic field lines spontaneously merge to-
gether. However, in many cases of interest, there is also an
essentially uniform magnetic field directedperpendicularto
the merging field lines. This latter field is usually termed the
“guide field.” Unfortunately, the addition of a guide field
significantly complicates the equations governing 2D, two-
fluid, collisionless magnetic reconnection. In particular, the
guide field couples the compressional Alfvén(CA) wave into
these equations, despite the fact that this wave does not play
a particularly significant role in magnetic reconnection. Fur-
thermore, the CA wave becomes increasingly problematic
(especially in numerical simulations) as the strength of the
guide field increases. Now, it is a common practice in con-
ventional MHD theory to “reduce” the equations governing
MHD phenomena by removing the CA wave.7 Indeed, this
approach has been very successful over the years. In this
paper, we present a set of reduced equations governing non-
linear, 2D, two-fluid, collisionless magnetic reconnection

which is valid for both large and small guide fields(mea-
sured with respect to the reconnecting field). Our equations
represent an improvement on the existing nonlinear reduced
equations generally used to investigate collisionless recon-
nection, which are only valid in the large guide-field limit.8,9

In addition, we calculate the linear growth rate of a strongly
unstable, spontaneously reconnecting, plasma instability
from our equations, as well as the general linear dispersion
relation for such an instability.

II. DERIVATION OF REDUCED EQUATIONS

A. Basic equations

Standard right-handed Cartesian coordinatessx,y,zd are
adopted. In the following, we employ a normalization
scheme such that all lengths are normalized to a convenient
length scalea, all magnetic field to a convenient scale field
strength B0, and all times to tA=a/VA, where VA

=B0/Îm0nmi. Here, n is the electron/ion number density,
which is assumed to be constant. We also assume that the
ions are singly charged. Furthermore,mi is the ion mass.
Finally, the electrons are assumed to be hot and the ions cold.

The normalized electron equation of motion takes the
form10

ediF ] Ve

] t
+ sVe · =dVeG = − di = P − sE + Ve 3 Bd, s1d

where E is the electric field,B the magnetic field,Ve the
electron velocity,P the electron pressure(which is assumed
to be scalar), di =sc/vpid /a (wherevpi=Îne2/e0mi) the nor-
malized collisionless ion skin depth, ande=me/mi the
electron-ion mass ratio.

The normalized sum of the electron and ion equations of
motion yields(neglecting electron inertia)

] V

] t
+ sV · =dV = − = P + J 3 B, s2d

where V=Ve+diJ is the ion velocity andJ= = 3B. Also,
= ·B=0 and=3E=−]B /]t.
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Our system of equations is closed by a simple energy
equation:

S ]

] t
+ V · =DP = − G = ·VP, s3d

whereG=5/3 is theratio of specific heats.

B. 2D equations

Suppose that] /]z;0. Without loss of generality we can
write

B = = c 3 ẑ+ Bzẑ, s4d

andEz=−]c /]t. Thez component of Eq.(1) yields

ediS ]

] t
+ Ve · =DVez= S ]

] t
+ Ve · =Dc. s5d

The z component of the curl of Eq.(1) reduces to

ediS ]

] t
+ Ve · = + = ·VeDvez

= S ]

] t
+ Ve · =DBz − fVez,cg + = ·VeBz, s6d

where

ve = = 3 Ve s7d

and

fA,Bg ; = A 3 = B · ẑ. s8d

To lowest order ine, Eqs.(5) and (6) can be rearranged to
give

S ]

] t
+ V · =Dce = difc,Bzg, s9d

S ]

] t
+ V · =DBez= fVz,cg + dif=2c,cg − = ·VBez, s10d

respectively. Here,

ce = c − de
2=2c, s11d

Bez= Bz − de
2=2Bz, s12d

wherede=Îedi is the collisionless electron skin depth.
Equation(2) can be written as

S ]

] t
+ V · =DV' = − = P − Bz = Bz − =2c = c, s13d

S ]

] t
+ V · =DVz = fBz,cg, s14d

whereV'=sVx,Vy,0d.

C. Reduction scheme

Let

P = Ps0d + Bs0dp1 + p2, s15d

Bz = Bs0d + bz, s16d

wherePs0d andBs0d are uniform constants,p1, p2, bz, c, V, =,
and] /]t are allOs1d, and

Ps0d @ Bs0d @ 1. s17d

The purpose of the above ordering is to make the CA wave
propagate much faster than any other wave in the system.
When this occurs, the CA wave effectively decouples from
these other waves, and can therefore be eliminated from our
system of equations.

We expect the rapidly propagating CA wave to maintain
approximate force balance within the plasma at all time, i.e.,

¹P + Bz ¹ Bz + ¹2c ¹ c . 0. s18d

Hence, it follows from Eq.(17) that

p1 . − bz. s19d

We also expect the CA wave to make the plasma flow
almost incompressible, so that

V . = f 3 ẑ. s20d

The curl of Eq.(13) yields

] U

] t
= ff,Ug + f=2c,cg, s21d

whereU=¹2c.
Now, to lowest order, Eqs.(3) and (10) become

] bez

] t
= ff,bezg + fVz,cg + dif¹2c,cg − = ·VBs0d, s22d

] p1

] t
= ff,p1g −

GPs0d

Bs0d ¹ ·V, s23d

where bez=bz−de
2¹2bz. We can eliminate= ·V from the

above two equations, making use of Eq.(19), to give

] Ze

] t
= ff,Zeg + cbfVz,cg + dbf¹2c,cg, s24d

where Z=bz/cb, Ze=Z−cb
2de

2¹2Z, cb=Îb / s1+bd, db=cbdi,
andb=GPs0d / fBs0dg2.

D. Reduced equations

Our set of reduced collisionless equations takes the form

] ce

] t
= ff,ceg + dbfc,Zg, s25d

] Ze

] t
= ff,Zeg + cbfVz,cg + dbf¹2c,cg, s26d

] U

] t
= ff,Ug + f¹2c,cg, s27d

] Vz

] t
= ff,Vzg + cbfZ,cg, s28d

where
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¹2f = U, s29d

ce = c − de
2¹2c, s30d

Ze = Z − cb
2de

2¹2Z, s31d

and

db = cbdi , s32d

cb =Î b

1 + b
, s33d

b =
GPs0d

fBs0dg2 . s34d

Note that the parameterb measures the strength of the
guide field. The large guide-field limit corresponds tob!1,
whereasb@1 corresponds to the small guide-field limit.
Note also thatdi only occurs in our reduced equations in the
combination db=fb / s1+bdg1/2di. In the small guide-field
limit, db.di. However, in the large guide-field limitdb

.Îbdi ;rs.
Equations(25)–(28) are generalized versions of the re-

duced equations presented in Ref. 11 which take electron
inertia into account. The linearized form of these equations
was first derived by Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager.12

E. Zero guide-field limit

In the zero guide-field limitBs0d→0, which corresponds
to b→`, we adopt the modified ordering

P = Ps0d + p1, s35d

Bz = bz, s36d

wherePs0d@1 is a uniform constant, andp1, bz, c, V, =, and
] /]t are all Os1d. As before, the purpose of this ordering
scheme is to make the compressional Alfvén wave propagate
much faster than any other wave in the system.

From Eq. (3), the above ordering scheme implies that
= ·V=0. In this limit, the remaining two-fluid equations
readily yield Eqs.(25)–(28), with cb=1 anddb=di.

We conclude that Eqs.(25)–(28) hold in the zero, small,
and large guide-field limits, as long as the compressional
Alfvén wave propagates more rapidly than any other wave in
the system.

III. LARGE D8 GROWTH RATE

A. Introduction

Let us calculate the linear growth rate of a reconnecting
instability from Eqs.(25)–(28) in the limit in which the tear-
ing stability index13 D8 is very large.

Let

csx,y,td = − 1
2x2 + c̃sxdeisky+gtd, s37d

Zsx,y,td = Z̃sxdeisky+gtd, s38d

fsx,y,td = f̃sxdeisky+gtd, s39d

Vzsx,y,td = Ṽzsxdeisky+gtd, s40d

where “,” denotes a perturbed quantity.
Throughout most of the plasma, the perturbation is gov-

erned by the equations of ideal MHD, which yieldsd2/dx2

−k2dc̃=0. Ideal MHD breaks down in a thin layer[of thick-
nessOsdbd or Osded] centered onx=0.13 Both de anddb are
assumed to be much less than unity. The layer solution must
be asymptotically matched to the ideal-MHD solution via the

tearing stability index,D8=fd ln c̃ /dxg0−
0+.

For x!1, Eqs.(25)–(28) yield the following linearized
layer equations:

gS1 − de
2 d2

dx2Dc̃ = ixf̃ − idbxZ̃, s41d

gS1 − cb
2de

2 d2

dx2 +
cb

2

g2x2DZ̃ − idbx
d2c̃

dx2 , s42d

g
d2f̃

dx2 = ix
d2c̃

dx2 , s43d

whereg=g /k.
Let

f̄spd =E
−`

+`

f̃sxde−ipxdx, s44d

etc. The above Fourier transform should be understood in the
generalized sense, sincefsxd is not square-integrable. The
Fourier transformed layer equations take the form

gs1 + de
2p2dc̄ = −

dsf̄ − dbZ̄d
dp

, s45d

gS1 + cb
2de

2p2 −
cb

2

g2

d2

dp2DZ̄ = db

dsp2c̄d
dp

, s46d

gp2f̄ = −
dsp2c̄d

dp
, s47d

respectively.

B. Inner layer

In the limit p@cb /g, db
−1, Eqs.(45)–(47) reduce to

d

dr
S r2

1 + r2

dW

dr
D − Q2s1 + cb

2r2dW= 0, s48d

wherer =dep, W=p2f̄ / s1+cb
2de

2p2d, andQ=g/db.
In the limit r →0, the asymptotic solution of the above

equation takes the form

W= W0fr−1−n + arn + Osr1−ndg, s49d

where n=s1/2dsÎ1+4Q2−1d and a is determined by the
condition that the solution to Eq.(48) be well behaved asr
→`.
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Suppose thatQ!1, which implies that 0,n!1. For r
&1, Eq. (48) yields

d

dr
S r2

1 + r2

dW

dr
D . 0. s50d

Integrating, and comparing with Eq.(49) (recalling thatn
→0), we obtain

W= W0fsr−1 − rd + a + Osr2dg s51d

for r &1.
For r @1, Eq. (48) reduces to

d2W

dr2 − Q2s1 + cbr2dW. 0, s52d

which is a parabolic cylinder equation.14 The solution which
is well behaved asr →` is

W~ UsQ/2cb,Î2Qcbrd, s53d

whereUsa,xd is a standard parabolic cylinder function.14 For
1! r ! sQcbd−1/2, we obtain14

W= W1F Gs1/4 +Q/4cbd
2ÎQcbGs3/4 +Q/4cbd

− r + Osr2dG , s54d

whereGsxd is standard Gamma function.14 Finally, compar-
ing with Eq. (51), we find

a = Q−1GsQ/cbd, s55d

where

Gsxd =
Îx

2

Gs1/4 +x/4d
Gs3/4 +x/4d

. s56d

Note thatGsxd→1 asx→`.

C. Outer layer

Suppose thatx@de. In this limit, the real-space layer
equations(41)–(43) reduce to

d

dx
Fx2 d

dx
S g2db

2

g2 + cb
2x2

d2f̃

dx2 D − sg2 + x2d
df̃

dx
G = 0. s57d

Now, we expect the solution to the above equation to match
to the ideal-MHD solution at(relatively) largex. Thus,

f̃ → f̃0F1 +
2

D8

1

x
+ OS 1

x2DG s58d

at largex, whereD8 is the standard tearing stability index.13

Let Y=gsdf̃ /dxd / f̃0. It follows that

Y . −
2g

D8

1

x2 s59d

at largex. Thus, integrating Eq.(57), we obtain

x2 d

dx
S g2db

2

g2 + cb
2x2

dY

dx
D − sg2 + x2dY =

2g

D8
. s60d

In the largeD8 limit (i.e., 1 /D8→0), the above equation
reduces to

s2 d

ds
S 1

1 + cb
2s2

dY

ds
D − Q2s1 + s2dY = 0, s61d

wheres=x/g. Let V=s1+cb
2s2d−1dY/ds. The above equation

can be transformed into

d

ds
S s2

1 + s2

dV

ds
D − Q2s1 + cb

2s2dV = 0. s62d

Note that this outer layer equation has exactly the same form
as the inner layer equation(48). The smalls asymptotic so-
lution of Eq. (62) is

V = V0fs−1−n + a1s
n + Oss1−ndg, s63d

wherea1 is determined by the condition thatV does not blow
up ass→`. However, since Eq.(62) has exactly the same
form as Eq.(48), we immediately deduce that

a1 = a = Q−1GsQ/cbd. s64d

Fourier transforming Eq.(63), we obtain the asymptotic
solution

W= W2FaGs1 + ndcossnp/2dr−1−n − Gs− ndsinsnp/2d

3S g

de
D1+2n

rn + Osr1−ndG s65d

in Fourier space. Comparison with Eq.(49) yields

a2 =
p

2

g

de
s66d

in the limit n→0. It follows from Eq.(55) that

g3 =
2

p
dedb

2G2sg/cbdbd. s67d

Our derivation of this expression is valid provided

de

db

! Q ! 1 s68d

and db@de. These constraints all reduce to the single con-
straintb@me/mi.

D. Discussion

We have derived the linear dispersion relation(67) from
out reduced equations in the largeD8 limit. This dispersion
relation yields15

g = S 2

p
D1/3

de
1/3db

2/3 s69d

for me/mi !b! sme/mid1/4, and

g =
1

Î2p

Gs1/4d
Gs3/4d

Îdedi s70d

for sme/mid1/4!b. Note that our derivation of Eq.(67) is
valid for all b values significantly aboveme/mi.

The dispersion relation(67) and the growth rate(70)
were first obtained by Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager.12 How-
ever, the derivation presented in Ref. 12 is only valid forb in
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the rangesme/mid!b!1. The improved derivation pre-
sented in this paper removes the upper constraint onb, and,
thereby, confirms that Eq.(67) is valid in both the large and
small guide-field limits.

IV. SMALL D8 GROWTH RATE

Let us now calculate the linear growth rate of a recon-
necting instability from Eqs.(25)–(28) in the limit in which
the tearing stability indexD8 is relatively small.

In the smallD8 limit, we expect the tearing layer to be
localized on thede length scale and to be governed solely by
electron physics. Taking Eqs.(45) and (46) and neglecting

the ion terms(i.e., the terms involvingf̄ andd2Z̄/dp2), we
obtain

d

dr
S r2

1 + r2

dZ̄

dr
D − Q2s1 + cb

2r2dZ̄ = 0 s71d

and

c̄ =
db

1 + de
2p2

dZ̄

dp
, s72d

wherer =dep andQ=g/db. The solution to Eq.(71) which is
well behaved asr →` has the smallr expansion,

Z̄ = Z̄0fr−1 + a + Osrdg, s73d

assuming thatQ!1. Here,a is given by Eq.(55) since Eq.
(71) has exactly the same form as Eq.(48). Inverse Fourier
transforming, we obtain

Z̃ = Z̃0F p

2dea
+

1

x
+ OS 1

x2DG s74d

and

c̃ , xZ̃= Z̃0F p

dea

x

2
+ 1 +OS1

x
DG . s75d

It follows by matching to the standard ideal-MHD solution,

c̃ = c̃0FD8

2
x + 1 +OS1

x
DG , s76d

that D8=p /dea, or

D8 =
p

dedb

g

Gsg/cbdbd
. s77d

Hence, we conclude that15

g =
db

p
D8de s78d

for b! sD8ded2, and

g = S Gs1/4d
2pGs3/4dD

2

disD8ded2 s79d

for b@ sD8ded2.
The dispersion relation(77) was first obtained by

Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager.12

V. GENERAL DISPERSION RELATION

Let us now derive a general dispersion relation from
Eqs.(25)–(28) which holds for large, small, and intermediate
values ofD8.

For finite D8, Eqs.(60) and (62) yield

s2 d

ds
S 1

1 + cb
2s2

dY

ds
D − Q2s1 + s2dY = − l̂HQ, s80d

d

ds
S s2

1 + s2

dV

ds
D − Q2s1 + cb

2s2dV = − l̂HQ
d

ds
S 1

1 + s2D ,

s81d

where s=x/g, lH=−p /D8, and l̂H=slH /dbds2/pd. Note,
from Eq. (58), thatYssd is subject to the constraint

E
0

`

Yssdds= 1. s82d

Our basic expansion parameter isH=GsQ/cbd /Q [see Eq.
(56)]. Note thatH@1 providedQ!1. It can easily be veri-

fied from the following analysis thatV,OsQ2d and l̂H

&OsQ/Hd. It follows that in Eqs.(80) and (81) the inho-
mogenous term on the right-hand side can be neglected for
s@H−1, whereas the second term on the left-hand side can be
neglected fors!H.

In the limit s!H, Eq. (81) reduces to

d

ds
S s2

1 + s2

dV

ds
D . − l̂HQ

d

ds
S 1

1 + s2D , s83d

which can be solved to give

V . −
a0 − l̂HQ

s
+ a1 + a0s, s84d

where a0sQ,cbd and a1sQ,cbd are constants of integration.
Note that the first two terms on the right-hand side of the
above expression are negligible fors@H−1, andvice versa.

In the limit s!H−1, the above expression can be asymp-
totically matched to the inner layer solution described in Sec.
III B. In real space, this solution yields(for Q!1)

V . V0F 2

p

de

db

GsQ/cbd
Q2

1

s
+ 1 +OssdG . s85d

It therefore follows that

a0 − l̂HQ

a1
= −

2

p

de

db

GsQ/cbd
Q2 . s86d

In the limit s@H−1, Eq. (81) reduces to

d2V

ds2 − Q2s1 + cb
2s2dV . 0. s87d

This is a parabolic cylinder equation.14 The solution which is
well behaved ass→` has the expansion

V , V0F1 −
Q

GsQ/cbd
s+ Oss2dG s88d

for s!H. Asymptotic matching to Eq.(84) yields
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a0

a1
= −

Q

GsQ/cbd
. s89d

Note that fors@H−1 we can write

V . a1
Usq/2cb,Î2Qcbsd

UsQ/2cb,0d
, s90d

whereUsa,xd is a parabolic cylinder function.14

Dividing Eq. (80) by 1+s2 and then integrating froms
=0 to `, we obtain

E
0

` s2

1 + s2

dV

ds
ds= Q2 − l̂HQ

p

2
, s91d

where use has been made of Eq.(82). The dominant contri-
bution to the integral in the above expression comes from the

regions@1. Furthermore,l̂H&OsQ/Hd, so the second term
on the right-hand side is negligible. Hence, it follows from
(90) that

a1FUsQ/2cb,Î2Qcbsd
UsQ/2cb,0d

G
s=0

s=`

. Q2 s92d

or

a1 . − Q2. s93d

Equations(86), (89), and(93) can be combined to give

Q

GsQ/cbd
−

l̂H

Q
=

2

p

de

db

GsQ/cbd
Q2 . s94d

Hence, our general dispersion relation takes the form

lH =
p

2

g2

dbGsg/cbdbd
−

dedbGsg/cbdbd
g

, s95d

wherelH=−p D8. This result is valid providedg!db, which
implies thatlH!db, and b@me/mi. The above dispersion
relation is consistent with the dispersion relations(67) and
(77) which we previously derived in the large and smallD8
limits, respectively. Equation(95) was first obtained by
Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager12 using a heuristic argument. We,
on the other hand, have derived this result in a rigorous fash-
ion. In the limit b!1, the above expression reduces to a
dispersion relation previously obtained by Porcelli.15

VI. SUMMARY

We have derived a set of reduced equations(25)–(28),
governing nonlinear, 2D, two-fluid, collisionless magnetic
reconnection with(essentially) arbitrary guide field. These

equations represent an improvement on the nonlinear re-
duced equations previously used to investigate collisionless
reconnection,8,9 which are only valid in the large guide-field
limit. The linearized version of our set of equations was first
derived by Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager.12

Using our equations, we have calculated the linear
growth rate of a highly unstable, spontaneously reconnect-
ing, plasma instability. Our expression for the growth rate,
Eq. (67), is valid in both the large and small guide-field
limits. This expression was previously obtained by Mirnov,
Hegna, and Prager.12 However, the derivation given in Ref.
12 is only valid in the large guide-field limit. Interestingly
enough(as also remarked by Mirnov, Hegna, and Prager),
expression(67) indicates that the guide field ceases to have
any effect on the linear growth rate once the plasmab cal-
culated with the guide field significantly exceeds the rather
small critical valuesme/mid1/4.0.16 (for hydrogen).

We have also derived the general linear dispersion rela-
tion, (95) of a spontaneously reconnecting plasma instability.
This result was previously obtained by Mirnov, Hegna, and
Prager12 using a heuristic argument.

In future work, we intend to investigate the nonlinear
properties of our equations.
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